ESI SR104
Transportable Resistance Standard
User and Service Manual
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

The SR-102, SR-103, and SR-104 Series of
Transportable Resistance Standards are at a performance grade just under national laboratory standards.
They are 100 Ω, 1 kΩ, and 10 kΩ resistance standards
that have historically been shown to be pre-eminent
in accuracy, stability, and temperature coefficient
performance. See Figure 1-1.

For maximum accuracy, these standards offer a
temperature-correction chart and a built-in RTD
temperature sensor to determine internal temperature
and make a precise correction.
These resistance standards are designed as totally
transportable bench top instruments. They are protected against shock caused by temperature and pressure gradients because they are sealed in a mechanically reinforced, oil-filled container. This makes it
possible for these standards to be transported from
one region to another or through varying altitudes.
To eliminate lead-resistance, contact-resistance, and
leakage-resistance effects, all versions have a fiveterminal resistor configuration. The four resistor
terminals are gold-plated tellurium-copper. This allows five-terminal measurements that further reduce
external resistance.
Accurate resistance levels ranging from 0.1 Ω to
100 MΩ can be established using a combination of the
SR Series resistance standard, a transfer bridge, and
transfer standards such as ESI’s SR-1010,
SR-1030, SR-1050, and SR-1060.

Figure 1-1: SR Series Transportable
Resistance Standard

The SR Series offer an extremely low temperature
coefficient of less than 0.1 ppm/°C, and power coefficient of less than 1 ppm/W. These characteristics
facilitate precise laboratory comparisons without
critical environmental controls.
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1.2

Deleted Case (DC) option
(SR-102/DC, SR-103/DC, SR-103/DC)

The deleted case (DC) option can further enhance
the stability of the resistance standard. It is specifically designed for oil-bath operation. This version
comes without the external case, but it retains the
five-terminal connection to the resistor.
When the standards are used in an oil bath, the resistance elements maintain a constant temperature,
providing outstanding short-term stability, which is
especially important when making Quantum Hall
Effect measurements.
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Chapter 2
SPECIFICATIONS
For the convenience of the user, pertinent specifications are given in a typical OPERATING GUIDE affixed
to the case of the instrument, such as the one shown in Figure 2-2.

SPECIFICATIONS
Value

Model Number

100 ohm

SR102

1,000 ohm

SR103

10,000 ohm

SR104

Stability
First 2 years: ±1 ppm/year
Thereafter: ±0.5 ppm/year
Temperature coefficient
Temperature coefficient (a):
<0.1 ppm/°C at 23°C
1/2 rate of TC change (b):
<0.03 ppm/°C from 18°C to 28°C
a and b are determined by the following expression:

RS=R23[1+α23(t-23)+ß(t-23)2]
where RS = Standard Resistance at temperature t
No ovens or external power required

Power coefficient
<1 ppm/W
Adjustment to nominal
±1 ppm
Measurement uncertainty
<0.32 ppm
Max voltage
500 V peak to case
Power rating
1 W (Momentary 100 W overloads will not cause
failure)
Thermal emf
Thermal emf at the terminals does not exceed
±0.1 µV under normal conditions.

Specifications

Insulation resistance
All terminals maintain a minimum 1012 Ω to ground
Internal temperature sensor
100 Ω, 1 k Ω, or 10 kΩ resistor with 1,000 ppm/°C
temperature coefficient.
Integral thermometer well is provided for
calibration
Hermetic sealing
To eliminate the effects of humidity, the resistor is
hermetically sealed in oil with metal-to-glass seals.
The resistance changes <±0.1 ppm with normal
atmospheric pressure and humidity changes.
Pressure effects
No pressure effects under normal atmospheric
changes. As an actual historical case, measurements
taken at NIST in Gaithersburg, MD (sea-level) will
be consistent with measurements taken at NIST in
Boulder, CO (1,600 m above sea-level).
Connection terminals
Five-terminal construction, four-terminal resistor
with ground intercept for the standard and
temperature resistor.
Thermal emf
Thermal emf at the terminals does not exceed
±0.1 µV under normal conditions.
Thermal lagging
Thermal lagging time constant is 1 hour minimum
(1-1/e of total change in one hour).
Dielectric soakage effect
The resistance stabilizes to within 0.1 ppm of final
value within 5 seconds with 1 V applied to the
resistor.
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Current reversal
With the reversal of the current through the resistor,
the resistance value changes less than ±0.1 ppm.
Packaging
The units are mounted in a sturdy formica-veneered
wooden case which has a removable lid with a
carrying handle. Calibration and other data is
attached to the inside of the lid.
Typical performance:

Shock effects
The resistance changes is <0.2 ppm when subjected
to 2 drops three-foot drops to a concrete floor on
each of the 3 mutually perpendicular faces (6 drops
total).
Dimensions
Regular
25.4 cm x 20.6 cm x 31.1 cm (10” x 8.1” x 12.25”)
Deleted case (DC) version
12.7 cm x 8.9 cm x 17.8 cm (5.0” x 3.5” x 7.0”)
Weight
Regular
4.8 kg (10.5 lb)
Deleted case (DC) version
1.8 kg (4.0 lb)
Each unit includes:
• Built-in temperature sensor
• Temperature correction chart
• Instruction manual
• A2LA accredited ISO/IEC17025 calibration
certificate

Figure 2-1: Temperature coefficient
comparison between a typical SR-102 unit
and a typical 100 Ω resistance standard
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SR104 RESISTANCE STANDARD
CQ\lSULT INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR PROPER INSTRUMENT OPERATIQ\l
Nominal ValUe: 1o kn
Power Rating: 1 W;mornentaiy 100 W CNerloads
wil not cause fallre.
Stability:
±1ppm/year,fist2yeara
± 0.5 ppnlyear heredler.
Breakdown Voltage: !00 v peak to case.
Power Coefficient: <1 ppmw
For corrected resistance at other temperatures,
see chart or graph or calculate as follows:

R 5 = R,, [ I + a.,_,(t-23) + ll(t-2 3)']
Whena R, =Standard Rulllance at temperatuna t

R:za (18Slstaice at 210 °C)= 10.000 001 4 kn
(Dev. from nominal value:: 0.14 ppm at 23.0 °C)

a. 23 = 0.1 ppm/°C
T

II= -0.026 ppm/ ca
0

= Actual •mperatuna as <llntrmlnecl by wal

11lermomintr

orfnm

lllrrl>eratuna Sen- ~18d 111Slsli!Jnce (RJ

R ·R122

T=( 'R

x103+23)°C

m

Where R1 Is the resistance of Temperature sensor at
tern pe ratul8 T

Res.

(2C)

(kO)

18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5
25.0
25.5
26.0
26.5
27.0
27.5
28.0

9.99 99899
9.99 99916
9.99 99932
9.99 99947
9.99 99961
9.99 999 73
9.99 99984
9.99 999 93
10.00 000 01
10.00 000 08
lo.0000014
10.00 000 18
10.00 00021
10.00 000 23
10.00 000 24
lo.00 000 23
10.00 000 21
10.00 000 17
10.00 000 12
10.00 000 06
9.99 99999

Dev.
from
Nominal
(ppm)

18C

-1.01
--0.84
--0.68
-0.53
-0.39
--0.27
--0.16
--0.07
0.01
0.08
0.14
0.18
021
023
0.24
0.23
021
0.17
0.12
0.06
-0.01

19'C

20C

21'C

22C

23C

27C

25C

28C

0.5

~

0

-0.5

-1

-1.5
-2

-25
History of Stllndard Deviation (ppm)

R123 (sensor reslsblnce at 23.0 °c)= 10.000 10 kn
(Deviation from nominal value = +0.001% at 23.0 °C)

Model: SR-104

SN: J1-0824603

By:

Date: 16-0ct-2000

JCS

Temp.

I I I

-3
-0.Br.

-Q.49'.

-02¥.

0.2r.

03%

0.4¥.

O.s<r.

Temperature of standard resistor expressed as percentage change of Temperature
Sensor Reslsance (R,) at temperature T from (ff.,.) 10.000 10 kO.
e.g. If I\= 10.010 1 Is 0.1% above I\,.. the ieslsblnoe of the standard= 1Q010 10 kn
(may also be obtlllned from the formula or the 1Bmperature charo
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Figure 2-2: Typical Operating Guide affixed to unit
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Chapter 3

OPERATION

3.1

Self-Heating

3.2

~CAUTION~

Temperature compensation

3.2.1

Temperature sensor

To get accurate readings , keep the
power low to avoid overheating the
instrument. See instructions below.

The temperature sensor resistance network consists
of a copper resistor in series with a low temperature
coefficient resistor. The resistance of the network
at 23°C has a temperature coefficient of 1,000 ppm
(0.1%)per°C.

To minimize self-heating in the bridge or resistor
being measured, low power must be used in both
the resistance and temperature sensors. Self-heating
is generally noticeable by a steady drift in the reading while power is being applied. It can be avoided
if power is kept below 10 mW in the standard and
100 mW in the temperature sensor. Voltage and power
limits are given in Table 3-1.

The temperature sensor is mounted in the same oilfilled container as the standard resistor, and thus is
at the same temperature. Since the standard resistor
and the temperature sensor have the same nominal
resistance, they can be measured on the same bridge
and at the same settings.

3.2.2
Resistance R
Max
Max
Voltaae Power

Sensor R
Max
Max
Voltaae
Power

Model

Value

SR-102

1000

1V

10mW

0.1 v

100mW

SR-103

1 kO

3.16V

10mW

10 v

100mW

SR-104

10 kO

10 v

10mW

1v

100mW

Connection to the temperature
sensor

The temperature sensor can be connected to the same
bridges in the same manner as the standard resistor.
The blidge can be the same one used to measure the
standard resistor, but generally the accuracy does not
need to be as high.

Table 3-1: Voltage and power limits
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3.2.3

Note: In the following discussion and in Figure 3-1,
t = temperature as a variable
T = measured or calculated temperature

Calculating the temperature
correction

The temperature conection cha1t (in the lid of the
unit) can be used to conect the resistance of the
Transpo1table Standard Resistor for temperature effects. Figure 3-1 is a sample of the calibration data
and conection chait attached to the unit.

If temperature-conection of the standard is needed,
then the temperature T of the standai·d must be detennined. This may be done by using a the1mometer
placed in the well of the unit. This temperature T
may be used in:
The resistance/temperature cmve (3)
The temperature conection chait (2)
The formula (4), where a and ~are given,
and T is the thennometer temperature

The precise 23°C value of the standard is given in
location (I). In the example shown in Figure 3-1, the
standard resistance is:
~3 (resistance at 23.0 °C) = 10.000 001 4 kQ

Using all three methods in the sample shown in
Figure 3-1, a temperature t of 22°C would produce
the result of:
Rs=l0.000 000 1

This resistance value may be used as given, if the
change in resistance for the temperature range to be
encountered is acceptably small. For example, if the
temperature vaiiations from a nominal 23°C, found
in a usual calibration laborat01y enviromnent, are less
than ±2°C, this would result in a worst case resistance
change of less than -0.3 ppm (0.3 ppm= +0.14 ppm
at 23°C less -0.16 ppm at 21°C; see chait (2)). If this
is an acceptable change, then no temperature conection is required.

A more precise way of measuring the temperature of
the standard is to measure T using the value of the
integral RTD temperature sensor resistor. Use the
fo1mula (5) to obtain T where Ry. is the measured
resistance of the RTD at the temperature to be detennined. This temperature may be used as above to
conect the resistance of the standai·d.

TANCE STANDARD
R INSTRUMENTOPERATION
Nominal Value: 10 kn
Power RaUng: 1W;rromontay1oowovwil not cauoo faik.nl.
Stability:
±1pjll!'/)'911f,finll2)'911f8.
± 0.5 Pim'1'9ar """""'9r.
Breakdown Voltage: 500 v paal< to caso.
Power Coefficient: <1 pjll!'/W

AIL
(kQ)
9..09998 90
9..09990 16
9.99999 S2

9.99999 47
9.99999 61

For corracted resistance at other temperatures,
see chart or graph or calaJlate as follows:

20.6

R, = R,, c1 + a,,(t-2.'IJ + PCt-2SJ'J

21.0

When R.: Sbindwd Re.eiltlnc. • tt11tperat1o.n t

22.0
22.6
29.0
29.6
2'.0
24.6
26.0
26.6
28.0
28.6
27.0
27.6
28.0

21.6

I\, (IMlstance at 21.0 •CJ= 10.000 001 4 kQ
(llov. from nomlnll vii- 0.14 ppm at 23.0 •C)

a..,=
T:

!!,! ppm/'C

II= ~ ppnl·C'

......

Acu.l~-~by ... ~1tr

T..._mn--..i-(RJ

T:(

~' x 10'+23}°C

9..09990 79
9..0999084
9..09990 99
10.00000 01

10.00000 08
10.00000 14
10.00000 18
10.00000 21
10.00000 29
10.00000 24
10.00000 29
10.00000 21
10.00000 17
10.00000 12
10.00000 06
Q..OGQGG GG

-1.01

-0.84
·0.68
-0.59
-0.99
-011
.Q. 16

.Q.07
0 .01
0.08
0 .14
0 .18

021
029
024
029
021
0 .17
0 .12
0.08
.0.01

Whera R,lslhe 111Sinlnceotllamperatura5ensorat
•mperatUra T
Hlttory of Sblndard Dovflllon (ppm)
1Cr1$1"3)08
R,,.
at Zl.O •C): 10.000 10 kn

c-.........

(DooltlOon from nomlnll vak8

Model: SR-104
By: JOS

= +D.001% at 23.0 •q

....

'l!~

-1

f-

...
u
.~

-1.5

oi:I

J

·2
·2.5

·3
0'"4

04%

03%

02"

01%

00%

01..

Oll%

03%

04%

o...

SN: J1·0824603

Date: 16-0ct-2008

esi
Figure 3-1: Sample temperature correction chart
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3.3

Schematic Layouts

3.4 Calibrating secondary Resistance
Standards

100Q
Temperature sensor

Thermowell
Empty
Padder
Resistor

0
GND

0

0
GND

0

Transportable Resistance Standards are primary
standards that establish the resistance levels in the
laboratory. Working or secondary standards can be
calibrated with these primary standards. Other necessary equipment would be a precision bridge arid
trai1sfer stai1dards.

Oil
Tube

100Q
Standard Resistor

Figure 3-2: SR-102 schematic diagram for test
connections, viewed from the top of oil-filled can

In order to eliminate errnrs from leads, contact resistance, and leakage resistance, ESI recommends
using a bridge such as the model 242D Resistaiice
Measming System. This system uses five-terminal
measurements -- combination of four-terminal arid
three-terminal guarded -- that help eliminate these
enors.

Resistance transfer standards consists of at least 10
equal resistors (R) that cai1 be connected in series,
pai·allel, or series-pai·allel. This results in resistaiice
values that are lOR, R/10, or R. The accuracy of these
ratios is within 1 ppm.

1 kn
Temperature sensor

Thermowell

Q Empty

0
GND

0

0
GND

0
Oil
Tube

1 kn
Standard Resistor

Figure 3-3: SR-103 schematic diagram for test
connections, viewed from the top of oil-filled can

Empty

Once a resistaiice level is established on a bridge,
transfer staiidards can calibrate the remaining decades
by transfening decades to decades above or below the
established level. Using a set of transfer standards,
you cai1 establish and verify resistance decades on
bridges from 0.1Qthrough100 MQ.
For values below 1 MQ, models SR1030 or SR1010
Transfer Standards are recommended because of the
four-terminal connection that preserves accuracy
between series arid parallel connections.
For values above 1 MQ, model SRlOSO Transfer
Stai1dards are recommended .

Thermowell

0

Oil
Tube

0

For details about the application of 242D, SR1010,
SR1030, SRlOSO, or SR1060, consult their respective manuals.

Empty

Figure 3-4: SR-104 schematic diagram for test
connections, viewed from the top of oil-filled can
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3.5

Bridge connections

A standard resistor can be used either as a interchange
standard or as a comparison standard, depending on
the type of bridge. An interchange standard is most
commonly used because it is either the most accurate,
or its accuracy is the easiest to verify. Many bridges
have internal standards and can use the standard resistor only for interchange comparisons. Other bridges
have external standard connections and can be used
to compare the ratio of two resistors. The interchange
technique in this case uses a tare resistor for the external standard of the comparison bridge. The tare
resistor is adjusted so that the bridge reading is correct for the value of the standard resistor and other
resistors can be compared to the standard.

3.5.1 Wheatstone Bridge
Wheatsone bridges do not generally have provision
for external standards. The connections shown in
Figure 3-5 are for typical Wheastone bridges to be
used for interchange comparisons.

Figure 3-5: Wheatstone bridge connections

Operation
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3.5.2

Kelvin Bridges

Many Kelvin bridges can be used for comparison
measurements. The connections in the Figure 3-6
show the bridge connected for interchange measurements. The resistor, where optional, is connected to
the indicated terminals.

Figure 3-6: Kelvin bridge connections

Figure 3-7: Model 242D Resistance-Measuring System Connection
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